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2. Competition and Innovation
 Does competition stimulate innovation, does 

innovation lead to monopoly, …? 
 Schumpeter and Schumpeterian hypotheses
 Patent races
 Common pool problem
 An alternative theoretical framework 

(evolutionary economics)



Schumpeter’s view of competition and 
innovation
 The basic idea in Schumpeter’s 30 year 

career is the following:
– An “entrepreneur” looks for extraordinary profit 

opportunities, and innovations are exactly that
– A (large) innovation creates a monopoly, and thus 

super-normal profits
– The super-normal profits attract imitators, who 

slowly destroy the profits
– When profits are low, new innovations will create 

new profit opportunities



Equilibrium and disequilibrium
 This is a disequilibrium process: the 

Walrasian general equilibrium (with zero 
super-normal profits) can be seen as the 
state from which entrepreneurs want to 
escape (it is a theoretical reference state that 
never prevails in reality)
– Then, do we need to study the Walrasian 

equilibrium, or the disequilirium process that leads 
away from and then again towards it?



Economic growth and long waves
 The imitation process leads to a (long) period 

of prosperity (incremental innovation), but 
when technological opportunities dry up, this 
fades out

 Schumpeter’s Business Cycles gave rise to a 
large (historical) literature on long waves 



Schumpeterian hypotheses:
 Monopoly power and firm size are conducive 

for R&D
– A monopolist is well-placed (distribution, reaction 

to rivals)
– Internal finance of innovation (moral hazard)
– Advantage on labour market for engineers
– More internal spillovers in a large R&D team
– Technology push favours firms with large 

resources for R&D
– Demand pull favours firms with a deep knowledge 

of market and large scope



Patent race incumbent vs entrant
Incumbent:

Entrant:

Efficiency effect



Patent race Incumbent vs entrant
Reaction curves for Nash equilibrium:

Drastic innovation:
Solve for the Nash equilibrium:

R2>R1 follows from this.



Patent race Incumbent vs entrant



Symmetric patent race 



Symmetric patent race 
 Nash equilibrium: 

 the more firms, the higher equilibrium 
spending (because of competition)

 The more firms, the less the chance of 
winning (even with higher R&D spending)

 Zero-profit equilibrium (free entry)



Spending at the equilibrium point: 
Monopolist (centralized) with n projects:

Decentralized (n firms):

The monopolist spends less: competitive R&D spending 
is wasteful because of duplication



Patent race as a common pool problem



R&D and competition
 An alternative view: technology regimes in a 

boundedly rational, evolutionary world
 When uncertainty is strong, the rational 

behaviour of patent race and patent 
protection models is not very realistic

 Nelson & Winter model



Technology regimes
 Basic idea is that the nature of the knowledge 

base has an impact on the way innovation 
and technological change takes place, and 
this influences market structure

 Schumpeter Mark I vs Mark II
 Different regimes within the same industry? 

(Saxenian)
 The Nelson & Winter model can generate 

technology regimes



A (more) realistic Model: Nelson & 
Winter
 Firms differ, they are characterized by

– A labour coefficient (labour output ratio)
– A capital coefficient (capital output ratio)
– A capital stock

 Firms sell a homogenous output, and hire homogenous labour
 Rationality is bounded: based on rules of thumb and routines
 Firms engage in search (R&D) to improve their technology (input coefficients)



R&D in the Nelson & Winter model
 R&D can be imitative (trying to imitate 

technology of other firms) or innovative (trying 
to find new techniques

 R&D is local search, it starts from the 
technology that the firm has now; this is in 
line with the notion of a technological 
paradigm

 In one version of the model, R&D depends on 
the nature of the knowledge base



The market structure model
 Two technological regimes:

– Routinized
– Entrepreneurial

 This is modeled after Schumpeter Mark I vs 
Mark II



The routinized regime
 Lower probability of innovation (for equal 

levels of R&D spending)
 Innovative step depends on external 

(scientific) developments and the firm’s own 
performance (innovation in the past breeds 
more success): cumulativeness

 As a result outsiders (potential entrants) have 
a low probability of success (they have no 
experience)



The entrepreneurial regime
 A high probability for innovation
 Outsiders (potential entrants) are as good in 

innovation as incumbents



Simulation analysis
 The usual way of analysis of a model is to 

find the equilibrium
 The evolutionary Nelson and Winter model 

does not have a clear-cut equilibrium
 Outcomes of the model depend on random 

factors (e.g., innovative success)
 The model can be analyzed by running it on a 

computer



Guidance for simulation analysis
 A single simulation run is not enough to show 

a result
 Monte Carlo experiment: run multiple times 

with different parameter settings, and then 
compare the outcomes by means of a 
statistical analysis



Technology regimes – Nelson & Winter



Simulation results – Nelson & Winter



Simulation results – a systematic 
comparison of the regimes



Technology regimes – Nelson & Winter
 A conclusion: differences in knowledge base 

cause differences in R&D spending and 
market structure

 Which regime generates which market 
structure?

 How can the changes between the regimes 
be influenced?
– Explorations of parameter space


